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claims in Morocco in return for compensations in the French
Congo.69
Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg, who took over Billow's
difficult inheritance, lacked his predecessor's brilliance, but
inspired more general confidence by his diligence, sincerity,
and upright nobility of character, for which he was esteemed
by all who knew him at home and abroad. "Somewhat
idealistic and weak, but a suitable person,", was Kiderlen's
comment on hearing that out of the various candidates the
Kaiser had picked an old friend of his youth.70 Trained as
a jurist, Bethmann had risen by ability and hard work in
the civil administration to the position of „ Imperial -Secre-
tary of State for the Interior, with which he was far better
acquainted than with Foreign Affairs. But he at once
applied himself very diligently to getting personally well
acquainted with all Germany's ambassadors and foreign
ministers, and studied the Foreign Office despatches so
assiduously that his subordinates feared he would lose him-
self in the details. With the Kaiser Bethmann kept on
intimate and friendly terms.
When both were in Berlin, they rode or walked almost
daily together, discussing all political questions, in which
the Kaiser had much wisdom as well as many prejudices.
Bethmann was something of an idealist. He ardently de-
sired peace in Europe. Therefore at heart he was opposed
to greatly increased armaments. He hoped for an under-
standing with England on the naval question, and believed
it could be reached—Germany slowing down her rate of
naval construction, and England in return making political
concessions in connection with the Bagdad Railway and
perhaps even some kind of agreement to be neutral. The
English were convinced of his sincerity in this purpose*
Sir Edward Grey declared in 1912, after the Haldane Mis-
sion, that any possible differences between Germany and
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